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AGM results
Chairman
Terry Barton
Secretary
Mike Smith
Treasurer
Ian Stanley
Match Officer Mike Smith
Match pegging / weigh-in officer Colin Read
Committee Mick Pryce, Geoff Penny, John Bowen
Motions
Agreed to keep Subs the same for coming season
Agreed to keep membership limited set by the committee
Agreed to close Warlies for this coming season
Agreed to nominate a member as main bailiff for each water
Agreed to include Forty Hall in the May ticket scheme
Over the next few ‘BANKSIDE’ issues I will run over what has been happening on
our fisheries this season and then keep you up to date as the season progresses.
To keep this current I need plenty of feedback from members.
PARADISE LAKE [Warlies]
In the late autumn we suffered sudden oxygen depletion in the lake due to a heavy
fall of leaves rotting in the still warm weather. The EA were called in and they
advised a pump to aerate the water, between Terry and myself we had three
pumps going for a week and spent our time at the lake clearing loads of leaves.
We seemed to have won when the fish stopped suffering and the weather chilled.
However it continued to chill down as we all know to freezing for several weeks
and the fish, still in a weak state now without oxygen from the surface and
increasing nitrates in the silt trapped under the ice, could not stand it and the
result was a loss of around 50 carp. Many other tree lined waters without fixed
oxygen pumps suffered the same. As a result of this we have agreed to close the
lake for this season to rest it and we will pollard some of the trees, Siltex the water
to lower the silt, and once we are happy with the result and have had a survey of
the fish stocks will restock. The cost of all the work will come from funds and will
not affect the subs.
Any information, comments, thoughts or if you have photos or items for sale you can
use the link below to get in touch and I will try and transfer them to the web site
and circulate in the newsletter
secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk
Tight lines

Mike Smith
Secretary

